13th Workshop on Antarctic Meteorology and Climate (WAMC)
July 16-18, 2018
Madison, Wisconsin, USA
Year of Polar Prediction in the Southern Hemisphere Meeting #3 ((YOPP-SH#3)
July 19, 2018
Madison, Wisconsin, USA
The Antarctic Meteorological Research Center (AMRC) at the University of
Wisconsin-Madison invites you to participate in the 13th Workshop on
Antarctic Meteorology and Climate (WAMC) July 16-18, 2018, which will be
held at the University of Wisconsin's Pyle Center on the shore of Lake
Mendota in beautiful Madison, Wisconsin, USA. The third Year of Polar
Prediction in the Southern Hemisphere meeting (YOPP-SH#3) will be held
following WAMC on Thursday, July 19th, 2018.
The WAMC brings together those with research and operational/logistical
interests in Antarctic meteorology and forecasting and related
disciplines. As in the past, the annual activities and status of the
observing (e.g. Automatic Weather Stations) and modeling (Antarctic
Mesoscale Prediction System) efforts will be addressed, and feedback and
results from their user communities are solicited. More broadly, this
workshop also is a forum for current results and ideas in Antarctic
meteorology, numerical weather prediction, and weather forecasting, from
contributors around the world. There will be discussions on the
relationships among international efforts and Antarctic forecasting,
logistical support, and science. We welcome papers and posters on these
topics. For the third YOPP-SH meeting, project investigators and
representatives of national agencies active in Antarctica are invited to
provide updates on the current status of planning with regards to the
YOPP Special Observing Period (SOP) in the Southern Hemisphere that will
be launched during the next austral summer season taking place from 16
November 2018 to 15 February 2019.
Please see the meeting website for more information, including
registration and abstract submission:
http://amrc.ssec.wisc.edu/meetings/meeting2018/
There is a registration fee of $75 to attend both WAMC and YOPP-SH#3.
Attending only YOPP-SH#3 on July 19th will be free of charge.
For accommodation** information please see:
http://amrc.ssec.wisc.edu/meetings/meeting2018/hotel.shtml
** For travelers who may be staying in Madison longer or staying for
YOPP-SH#3, we would suggest staying at The Madison Concourse since our
block of rooms is available Saturday-Friday. All other blocks of rooms
are available Sunday-Thursday. **
Best Regards,
Matthew Lazzara and Carol Costanza
Antarctic Meteorological Research Center
University of Wisconsin-Madison

